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Abstract - -We describe a class of estimates ~for a perturbation ~ of a given C 2 embedding ~b0 :
m -* m ~. We are given the values of ~b and the slope of the tangent line to the image of ~b at a finite 
number of reference points. If ~ is a C ~ embedding that is close enough to ~b0 then ~ is also a C 2 
embedd|n~, but ff ~ is a general C 2 embedding it can happen that ~ is singular at some reference 
point ~/j, namely the derivative ~0/j) E R 2 vanishes. 
We consider some simple cases, with <_ 3 equally spaced reference points, and analyse the conditions 
for ~ to be singular at a reference point. The conditions for a measurement to be singular are 
easy to write down, and in the simplest cases we analyse them by hand. However, in Section 3 
the conditions give complicated trigonometric equations relating angles 01,02,0a and parameters 
a0, al ,  a2. Surprisingly, these equations can be solved explicitly for one of the angles in terms of 
the other nnknowns. The solution requires the manipulation f expressions with many trigonometric 
terms: to keep track of these we use the symbolic package MAPLE 4.2.1. 
In Section 4 we choose a particular form of estimate ~from the class of interest, and illustrate 
graphically the appearance of singularities under various conditions. In particular, we verify the 
results of Sections 2,3. 
PREL IMINARIES  
Let S-{xz ,z2 , . . . , xs} ,  T -{y l ,y2 , . . . , y t}  be given finite subsets of R of sizes s,t, and let 
~bo:R --* R 2 be a given C ~ embedding. A perturbation takes place, so that ~b0 is replaced 
by a C 1 function ~b0 : R ~ H 2. Given vi -- ~(zi) (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s), and unit normals wj to the 
curve ~ at yj ( j  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t), we are required to estimate ~b. To describe the class of estimates 
considered here we first establish some notation. 
Let e 1, e 2 be the unit vectors (1,0), (0, 1) E R 2. Let ~b' (y) E R 2 be the derivative of ~b at 
y E H. We frequently refer to expressions where terms are summed and, for economy, we adopt 
the convention that when an index appears in a term both as a superscript and as a subscript 
then the term is summed over all values of the index. Let (,) be the Euclidean inner product on 
R 2 . 
Choose r ~ 3. A function ~b : R -* R 2 is said to be admissible when ~b - ~bo is an H r function, 
namely when the distr ibut ional  derivatives of Ib - ~o of order ~ r are Lebesgue square-integrable 
functions. An H r funct ion is automatical ly C 2, by the Sobolev embedding theorem [1]. Let 
h: R ~ R be a part icular even H r function. 
Let #J, ~ be 2s + t scalars satisfying the follwing s + t l inear equations 
~d t ( i ,   o(yl) - pJ h" (yl - +   ePh'(yl - = o 
(k = 1,2,... ,s), 
( l=  1 ,2 , . . . , t ) .  
It is a pleuure to acknowledge helpful conversations with R.P. Agarwal, Start Devitt, Lee Seng Luan, and Con 
Savas. I also want to thank an anonymous referee whose helpful comments greatly hnproved the exposition. 
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Since the first s equations are vector equations in R 2 we have, in effect 2s+t  scalar equations, and 
for a suitable choice of h, there is a unique solution {pJ, )~ : j = 1,2, . . . ,  t; i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s; p - 
1, 2}. Our estimate ¢ of ¢ is given by 
= ¢0(x)  + eP - x , )  -  jh, ( ,  - 
When ~(y j )  vanishes for some j the measurement (vl, v2, . . . , v , ;  wl ,w2, . . . ,u~t)  is said to be 
singular. 
For the remainder of this paper let s = 0, and suppose that the reference points yj are equally 
spaced. In Section 1 we rewrite the conditions for a measurement to be singular as (#k)  where 
k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t. We then prove Lemma 1, which gives conditions equivalent to the (#k)  but which 
can be verified without calculating the pJ: this turns out to be essential in Section 3. 
In Section 2, t < 2. The case t = 1 is routine. For t = 2 a calculation by hand using (#k)  
gives Theorem 1, which is a complete description of the set of critical measurements. In Section 
3 t = 3, and it is natural to work directly with the conditions (#k); when I attempted to do so 
for k = 1 I needed to use MAPLE to simplify the resulting equation. The simplified equation 
has 46 terms in 6 variables a0, a l, a2,01,02,03. A typical term is a22al cos(202 -- 203 + 201). 
In Section 3 we take an indirect approach, using Lemma 1, and we are able to solve for 01 in 
terms of the other variables. The calculations till require the use of MAPLE and we describe 
the steps as MAPLE instructions, but it is remarkable that a closed form solution is possible. 
The result is given as Theorem 2. The cases k = 1 and k = 3 are equivalent, and when k = 2 
a different argument along analogous lines leads to Theorem 3. So in all three cases we obtain 
relatively simple explicit conditions, but more complicated than the condition in Theorem 1. 
To verify Theorems 1, 2, 3 in Section 4, we make a specific choice of h. (Although we do 
not use the fact here, @ has interesting optimality properties when h is chosen as in Section 4.) 
Graphs of ~ are then plotted for singular measurements generated using Theorems 1, 2, 3, and 
for nearby nonsingular measurements. The singularities are clearly evident in the graphs when 
the measurements satisfy the conditions of Theorems 1, 2, 3, and are absent otherwise. It is 
good to be able to verify our results graphically because the proofs of Theorems 2, 3 depend on 
MAPLE to keep track of the manipulations. 
In Section 4 we summarize our observations as Experiments 1, 2, 3, 4. These are representative 
of a large number of numerical experiments which were conducted, and three features tand out. 
First, there is a tendency for singular measurements o produce cusps at appropriate reference 
points. Second, because we use point plots, (rather than, say, splines or line plots), plotted 
points cluster at the image of the appropriate reference point when measurements are singular. 
Third, nonsingular perturbations of singular measurements give graphs that vary significantly in 
appearance near the image of the appropriate reference point. 
1. EQUALLY  SPACED REFERENCE POINTS 
Let ~b0(z) = (z,0), at least near Y l ,Y2 , . . .  ,Yr. The yj are equally spaced: for some a > 0 and 
some b we have yj - a j  + b. Let wj -" (cos Oj, sin 0j) where 0j ~ [0, ~r). Suppose that h is chosen 
so that the t feasibility equations 
(wl, (I,0) - pJ(~l-./w./) -- O, (I -- 1,2, ... ,t) 
have a unique solution for the t variables pJ. (Here a,n - a - ,n  - h"(am) for m E Z) Then 
~(x) - (z,O) - pJ h' (z - b - aj)  (cos 0j, sin0j), and (w l ,w2, . . .  ,wt) is singular when 
p Jak- j  (cos0j,sin0j) = (1,0) (#k)  for some k = 1,2, . . .  ,t. 
Let Ak be the set of all measurements (wi,w2,.. .  ,w~) satisfying (#k).  
Substituting (wt, wj ) - cos(0t - 0j) in the feasibility equations, we have pJ az-j cos(Or - 0j) - 
cos 0z, and (#k)  is equivalent o the two scalar equations p Jak - j  cos 8j = 1, pJ ak - j  sin 0j = O. 
From these it follows that 
DJak-j  cos(Oj -- Or) -- cosO! (##k)  for ! - 1,2, . . .  ,t. 
Setting l = k in (##k)  we obtain the k th feasibility equation. 
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Assemble (~k) and all but the k th feasibility equation into the following system of t + 1 linear 
equations for t variables p~. 
/Jlo~k_ 1 cos 01 
plak_ l  sin 01 
pla0 
plal  C0S(02 --  01) 
-'}- p20~k_ 2 COS 02 "-~ . . .  
+ p2ak_2 sin 82 +. . .  
-[-/J2Otl COS(O 1 --  02) -1- . . .  
+/~2a0 + . . .  
+ pro#k_ t cos Ot = 1 
+ ptak_ t sin Ot = 0 
"~- ptat_ 1 COS(01 --  Or) - - "  COS 01 
+ ~at -2  cos(02 -0t) = cos 02 
~lat-1 COS(0t -- 01) + ~2at-  2 COS(0t -- 02) "~-. . . -~-~tOt0 - -  COS 0t. 
A routine argument shows that the system has a solution precisely when the determinant D(t) 
of the associated (t + 1) x (t + 1) matrix A(k) --= 
ak-1  cos 01 ak-2 cos 02... ak-t cos 0t 1 
Olk_ 1 sin 01 Olk_ 2 sin 02...  ak-~ sin 0t 0 
Of 0 0~1 COS(01 - -  02) • .. at--1 COS(01 -- 01) COS 01 
al cos(02 - 01) a0... a~-2 cos(02 - 0~) cos02 
, . ,  
Oft- 1 COS(0 t -- 01) at_ 2 COS(0l - -  02) ... O~ 0 COS 0 t 
vanishes. 
LEMMA 1. (( .Ol ,W2,. . .~dt)  e Ak  ~ (o~t ,o~t - l , . . .o J1 )  e As-k-I-1 ~ D(k) : O. 
PROOF. The preceding observation shows that (O:l,W~,...wt) E Ak ~ .~ D(k) -- 0. To complete 
the proof note that when 0 i is replaced by 0t-j+l the feasibility equations are invariant, and 
(#k) is replaced by (#t  - k + 1). 
So At  C RP 1 x RP 1 x . . .  x RP 1 - S 1 x S 1 × .-. x S 1 (t factors) is given by a single equation: 
we expect At  to be a t - 1-dimensional object. 
2. ONE OR TWO REFERENCE POINTS 
One Reference Point 
Let t = 1, and write 01 = 0. Suppose h'(O) ~ O. A(1) is 
a0 cos 0 1 
a0 sin 0 0 and D(1) - 0 ¢=~ 0 - 0. 
Alternatively, ¢(x) = (z, 0) - {(cos O)/h"(O)}h'(z)(cos 0, sin 0), and ~'(0) = (sin 0)(sin 0, - cos 0) 
= 0 ¢=~ 0 = 0 : then ¢(x) = (z - h'(z)/h"(O), 0). If ~b parameterises a piece of wire in the plane, 
the singularity in ~ is an infinite compression of the wire at z = 0, but the wire does not buckle. 
Two Reference Points 
Let t = 2, and write 6 = 0x - 02: we argue directly. 
THEOREM 1. (~1,~2) ~ A1 ¢=~ (~2,"~1) ¢ A1 ¢=~ tan6 = - (1  + al/ao) tan 02. (/f one side of 
the equation is undefined so is the other.) 
PROOF. The solutions of the feasibility equations are 
/j1 __ Oto C0801 --  O~ 1 C08(01 --  02) C08 02 
O~o 2 --  0~12 C082(01 - -  02) 
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Substituting in (#1) we obtain: 
and 
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ao cos 02 - al cos(01 - 02) cos 01 
- cos2(oi - 02) 
a0 CO~ 81(~ 0 CO~ 01 -- al Cos(01 -- 02) COS 02) "~ al COS 02(a 0 COS 02 -- O#1 COS(01 -=- 02) CO~ 01) 
= O~ 2 -- ~i 2 COS2(01 -- 02) (#Icos) 
C~o sin 01 (~o cos 81 - ax cos(gx - 02) cos 02) + az sin 02(a0 ces 82 - al  cos(gx - 02) cos 8x). 
= 0 (#Is in)  
Rearran&dng terms in (~1 cos), we obtain: 
c~1  cos(61 - 82)(cos(gz - 02) - cos 01 cos 02)ao 2 sin s 01 "11" {~0~1 Cos 02(Cos(01  - -  02) COS 01 - -  Cos  02) .  
Selectively expanding cos(gz - 02) and forming sin(01 - 02) we obtain 
sin 01{c~ 2 cos(01 - 02) sin 02 = c~o  sin 01 - Oto~1 cos 02 sin(01 - 82)}. 
Then 
sin 01 {al ~ cos 6 sin 02 = ~o 2 sin(6 + 02) - aoc~1 cos 92 sin 6}, 
and therefore 
(~1 - ao) sin 01{(~1 + ~o) cos 6 sin 92 + ~o cos 02 sin 6} = 0. 
Similarly, (# I  sin) gives 
(c~i - ¢xo) cos 81 {(al + c~o) cos 6 sin 02 + ~o cos 82 sin 6 = 0}. 
So (~1 cos), (~ I  sin) are together equivalent o the single equation 
(~I - ~o){(~i + ~o) cos 6 sin 02 + ~o cos 02 sin 6} = O. 
Suppose that 0 ~ ~o ~ al .  Then (~1,~2) E A1 ¢=~ tan6 - - (1  + ~z/ao) tan02. 
3. THREE REFERENCE POINTS 
Let t = 3 and suppose ~2 ~ ~c ~ 4"~I. 
TH~.OREM 2. 
(~01,~2,~a) E A I  ¢=~ (coa,~o2,~1) ~ As  ¢=~ tan(01 - 0a) 
_(aoal % ala2 - 2aoa~ + 2a~ - 2~0~) sin 8s - a1(ao + as - 2ai)  sin(202 - 8s). 
- (~o ~i)((~i + 2~o)coses - ~i cos(2o2 - 8~)) 
(If one side of the equation is undefined so is the other.) 
PROOF. We sunurmsise a MAPLE session which solves DO) = 0 for 01 in terms of 02,8a. 
with(linalg): 
t r :  =roadlSb( %r i~/ roduce '  ) : 
# ~ho 4x4 matr ix a i s  do~ilaed and ¢aZlod B 
(1) 
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D:=det(B): 
F:=tr(D): 
expand(F/(alpha(0)-alpha(2))): 
normal(*'): 
~:=8,tr('°): 
Hl:=subs(thl=del3 + th3.H): 
H2: :subs(s in (de l3 ) :cos (de l3 )* tan(de l3 ) ,expand(H1) ) :  
H3:=normal((H2)/cos(del3)): 
H4:=coeff(H3.tan(del3).0): 
HS:=coeff(HS.tan(del3).l): 
test:=simplify(H3-H4-(HS)*tan(delS): 
H6:=tr(H4): 
# there's a little redundancy here 
H7:=subs(sin(th3-2*th2)=-sin(2*th2-thS),H6); 
H8:=coeff(H7.sin(th3).l): 
fac tor  (H8); 
H9:=coeff(HT.sin(2*th2-th3).l): 
factor (H9) ;  
test:=simplify(HT-(H8)*sin(th3)-(H9)*sin(2*th2-th3)); 
HlO:=tr(H5); 
# the result of these calculations is s-,---~ised as Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3.  
(Wl,~.;S,W3) • As ¢:~ (~3,W2,W1) e As ¢=~ tan(02 -- 81 -- 83) 
--(Pl 8in(81 + 83) COS(281 -- 283) + P2 sin(81 -{- 83)) 
= (Pl cos(81 -- 83) cos(281 -- 28s + p~ c0s(81 ~- 83) Jc ~ c08(81 -- 83))" 
(If one side of the equation ~ undefined so ~ the other.) 
PROOF. To solve D(2) = 0 for 0s in terms of 0103 we do the foUowing. 
with(Snalg): 
tr:=readlib('trig/reduce'): 
# the 4x4 matrix A is defined and called B 
(2) 
D:=det(B): 
F:=tr(D): 
Hl:=subs(th2=del+th3+thl.F): 
H2:=simplify("): 
H3: :normal (subs(s in (de l ) : tan(de l ) *cos (de l ) ,H2) /cos (de l ) ) :  
H4:=coef f (HS, tan(del ) ,O) :  
HE :=coef f (H3 , tan(de l ) , l ) :  
H6:=tr(H4); 
# there 's  a lo t  of redundancy here 
HT::subs(sin(th3:thl):-sin(thl-th3).ein(-thS-thl)neeline 
=-sin(th3+thl),sin(3*th3-thl)=-sin(thl-3*thS),sin(th3-3*thl) 
=-sin(3*thl-th3).H6); 
H8:=tr(HS); 
# there's a lot of redundancy here 
H9:=sube(cos(th3-thl)=cos(thl-thS).cos(-thS-thl) 
:cos(th3+thl).cos(3*thS-thl):cos(thl-3,th3),cos(th3-3,thl) 
=cos(3*th l - th3) ,H8) ;  ~ , ~ 
# make the fo l lowing de f in i t ions :  
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#Pl - "  (O¢2 -- OCl)(O~20~0 -- O~12)' 
#p2 = (0~20~0 -- 0~120t2 + 20~10~02 + 2Ot2Ot0 -- 0~ -- 20{03 -- ~0~10~2), a21d 
#p.  = 2al(a0 - a~)(a0 - a~). 
4. SOME GRAPHS 
To calculate estimates we specify the even H r function h : R ~ R (r > 3). For Theorem 1 
a(0) ¢ a(1). Define h by 
h(y)_(2~r)_l/ cos(~y) d~, 
. wk(O 
k=O 
where w0,wl, w~, ws, .. .  ,wr > 0 must be chosen. 
Choose r -- 3, and wo, wl,w2,w3 so that the polynomial w0 -t- wl~ 2 + w2~ 4 + wa~ 6 has pure 
imaginary roots ±61i, ±62i,-~6.qi where e3 > e2 > el > 0. By contour integration 
2w0 (-~llyl) ( -~ly l )  
(f1~263) 2h(y)  " -  exp 61 (622-62)(632-612 ) + exp 62 (632_~2)(612_ 62) 
(-631yl) + exp 
(When the roots are not pure imaginary, or when the polynomial has higher order, the same 
principles apply, as described in [2], but our formula for h contradicts [2, 5.1.4.]) 
Let H be the Heaviside function. Then 
-2wo (-61 lyl) (-62 l,Jl) 
(6162f3) 2 H(y) h'(y) = exp (e) - 621) (62 - el ~) + exp (ea~ _ e)) (612 -- 622) 
(-6 lyl) 
+ exp (612_ ea~)(e~ - e~)" 
We specify w0 = 1, Wl = 1.361111111, w2 = .3888888889, wa = .02777777778 : then el = 1, 62 = 
2, e3 = 3. The graph of h' is plotted for -4  < t < 4 as Plot 1. 
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Plot 1. 
Also a(0) = -.3000000000, a(1) = .0608902446, a(2) = .01293991355. Let ~b0 be given by 
~b0(z) = (x, 0) for all z E R, and let a = 2. 
EXPERIMENT 1 
Set b = -3  and 02 = 3~'/7. Theorem 1 asserts that t = -1  is a critical point of ~ when 
01 = .064503142; we first choose this value for 01; The most striking evidence that (wl,w2) E A1 
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would be a sharp cusp in the graph at the image (-0.9833012131, 0.07316216572) of the reference 
point t - - I .  This feature need not be present: a second more subtle indication is that plotted 
points cluster at all levels of magnification as t ~ -1.  
The graph of ~ is plotted for -4  < t _< 4 as Plot 2. At this level of magnification, the graph 
appears smooth, but plotted points cluster at (-0.9833012131, 0.07318218572). We magnify the 
graph by plotting for -1.1 _< t < -0.9 and the result is Plot 3. The clustering is still observed, 
and now we can see a cusp at (-0.9833012131, 0.07316216572). 
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Plot 5. 
If we subtract .01 from 01 the magnified graph is replaced by Plot 4. When we add .01 to 
81 we obtain Plot 5. This resembles the reflection of the previous graph about a vertical axis 
through an image of t = -1.  Small perturbations of measurements cause significant changes in 
the appearance of the graph. 
EXPERIMENT 2 
Set b = 0, 8~ - 7r/3, 0a = 31r/8. Theorem 2 asserts that t = 2 is a critical point of ~ when 
81 = 0.140907946137523; we first choose this value for 01. The graph of ~ for 0 < t < 8 is Plot 6. 
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Plot 6. 
Plotted points cluster, and there is a slight indication of a cusp, at the image (2.110200454, 
.1973431976) of the reference point t = 2. We magnify this graph by plotting for 1.8 < t < 2.2, 
and we superimpose the corresponding graphs when 01 is adjusted by +.01. The result is Plot 7. 
The graph for the singular measurement resembles a gliding bird; plotted points cluster and 
there is a cusp at (2.110200454, .1973431976). (We subtract 2 from the horizontal coordinates 
as plotted in order to illustrate the location of the cusp with greater precision. The need for 
this is an artifact of the MAPLE plotter.) When 01 is decreased by .01 we ob~ i!mtead a 
letter s which is pulled somewhat from each end; when 81 is incremmd by .01 we obtain a letter 
v smoothed at the base, pulled somewhat from each end, and tipped towards the right. 
EXPERIMENT 3 
Set b = 0, 01 - -  2~/3, 0s = 3f/7. Theorem 3 asserts that t = 4 is a critical point of ~ when 
82 = 3.085624210; we first choose this value for 02. The graph of ~ for 0 _< t < 8 is Plot 8. 
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Plot 9. 
We magnify this near the singular point by plotting for 3.8 < t < 4.2, and we superimpose the 
corresponding raphs when 02 is adjusted by =E.01. The result is Plot 9. When 02 is decreased by 
.01 we obtain a stretched letter S; when 02 is increased by .01 we obtain an approximate mirror 
image. 
EXPERIMENT 4 
Set b = 0, #z = z'/3, 0s = 3~r/8. Theorem 3 asserts that t = 4 is a critical point of ~ when 
02 = 3.336848438; we first choose this value for 02. The graph of ¢ for 0 < t < 8 is Plot 10. 
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Plot 12. 
There is no sign of a cusp, but plotted points cluster nea~ the image of t -- 4. We magnify this 
as Plot 11 by plotting for 3.8 < t < 4.2. Plot 11 appears to be smooth, but plotted points cluster 
as t --~ 4. (The singularity does occur at t = 4 because ~'(4) = (.22, .6) x 10-9; of course (0,0) is 
the ideal.) 
Plot 12 is obtained by superimposing on Plot 11 the corresponding graphs when 02 is adjusted 
by q-.01. The graph is a stretched S or an approximate mirror irnsge according as 0~ is decreaaed 
or increased by .01. 
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